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Dear Editor,

Dear Reviewers,

We thank you for your attention to our paper acp-2009-277 "Influence of scintillation on quality of ozone monitoring by GOMOS". We greatly acknowledge comments and suggestions. We have revised the paper by taking into account the reviewers’ comments.

Please find attached:
- The response letters to reviewers’ comments
- The revised manuscript with the modifications marked by “tracked changes”.

As a corresponding author, I confirm that all co-authors concur with the submission in C6159.
its revised form.

Yours sincerely,

Dr. Viktoria Sofieva

Finnish Meteorological Institute, Earth Observation
P.O.Box 503 (Erik Palmenin aukio, 1), FIN-00101 Helsinki Finland
tel: +358-9-19294698
fax: +358-9-19294603
email: viktoria.sofieva@fmi.fi

Please also note the Supplement to this comment.

Interactive comment on Atmos. Chem. Phys. Discuss., 9, 12615, 2009.